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America's best-known master of conversation unveils his secrets for getting the talk flowing

smoothly in any situation. "Communication is a necessary skill: Larry King is a master of

communication, and now he's shared what he knows. If only he'd written the book sooner, I might

have had a more interesting career."--Dan Rather.
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King, host of CNN's Larry King Live, here sets out to instruct readers on how to talk confidently and

effectively in a variety of situations, such as job interviews, business presentations, social events

and even discussions with one's spouse. Shyness and "bloopers" can be turned into assets,

comments King, who relates how he clammed up the first time he was on a radio show. By openly

admitting his nervousness, he claims he disarmed his listeners. Filled with practical advice, amusing

anecdotes and a chapter on his "best and worst guests," this self-help guide, written with freelancer

Gilbert, will be a hit with King devotees. Fortune Book Club selection; BOMC and QPB alternates;

author tour. Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

You might not be as smooth a talker as King after finishing this book, but it doesn't hurt to try. King,

who has talked to everyone from Gorbachev to Michael Jackson, tells us how he does it.Copyright

1994 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.



I've read a number of books on communication and this was my second time around with Larry. His

friendly open demeanour you see on television absolutely comes through in the book, which makes

it a pleasure to read.He doesn't introduce any earth shattering new techniques but it serves as a

great primer or review.He doesn't introduce any arth shattering

This is a well-written, entertaining book, interspersed with anecdotes. It does have some great

suggestions, but for the most part, it serves as a reminder of the stuff you kind of know in the back

of your mind, but don't always put into practice. I'm fairly young, so some of his illustrations were a

little difficult for me to put into a complete context, having probably been about 5 when some of

them occured, although most of them were easy to follow, even without a complete knowledge of

the background. There is some useful information on good public speaking, etc. To be totally

honest, I might have been, in my heart of hearts, looking for a magic book to turn me into an

overnight, confident powerhouse - if anyone finds that book, I want to know about it! However, Larry

King is a charming, down-to-earth man, and this is overall, a good, useful read.

As a social worker at a mental health center, I bought this book for a client who had some major

social skill issues, and she has made impressive progress. She is able to talk with others now, and

actually carry on a conversation, even joking at times. She no longer only talks about her problems

when she is talking to other people.

Happened to borrow this book from library one month ago and keep on reading several pages a

day. Because renewed it two times, so finally decide to buy one. Although it's used, it seems brand

new! Fantastic, not only the book itself, but the price!In a word, well worth reading and collecting!

Great book, Thought me a lot about comunicating more freely, I combined this book with praktical

changes and the intention of become a better comunicater...It worked, Im a better talker now than i

was before i read the book.

This book was a joy to read! I especially enjoyed the stories he shared of his experiences during his

long career in broadcasting meshed with practical lessons on how to be an effective communicator.

Nothing ground breaking in this book. Great read and great reminders that help you continue



conversations either across a table or against a wall at a cocktail party
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